MEMORANDUM

June 8, 2022

TO: ALL FACULTY
FROM: Jeffrey Duerk, Ph.D.
Executive Vice President
and Provost

SUBJECT: Promotion and Tenure Awards Effective June 1, 2022

I am pleased to inform you of the following promotions and tenure awards effective June 1, 2022, unless otherwise indicated. I extend my sincerest congratulations.

* Promotion and Tenure
** Tenure Only

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Art & Art History

Schissel, Amy  Associate Professor*

Biology

Afkhami, Michelle  Associate Professor*
Baker, James  Research Associate Professor
Searcy, Christopher  Associate Professor*
Zanne, Amy  Professor** (Effective 8/15/2021)

Chemistry

Olivier, Jean-Hubert  Associate Professor*
Yeager, Mark  Professor** (Effective 6/1/2021)

Computer Science

Wang, Zheng  Associate Professor*
Yesha, Yelena  Professor** (Effective 7/1/2021)
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, Continued

English

Engel, Patricia          Associate Professor**
Josephs, Kelly           Professor** (Effective 8/15/2022)
Moore, Marlon Rachquel   Associate Professor** (Effective 8/15/2021)
Thomas, Lindsay          Associate Professor*

History

Bustamante, Michael      Associate Professor** (Effective 8/15/2021)
Reill, Dominique         Professor

Michele Bowman Underwood Department of Modern Languages & Literatures

Vargas, Omar             Associate Professor*

Philosophy

Chappell, Richard        Associate Professor*

Physics

Mohamed, Shazrene        Associate Professor** (Effective 1/1/2022)
Wang, He                 Associate Professor*

Psychology

Leon, Yanerys            Research Associate Professor
Lieberman, Debra         Professor
Shearer, Rebecca         Professor

Religious Studies

Husayn, Nebil            Associate Professor*

MIAMI HERBERT BUSINESS SCHOOL

Accounting

Chychyla, Roman          Associate Professor*
De George, Emmanuel      Associate Professor*
Levine, Seth             Senior Lecturer
Perez, Mario             Senior Lecturer
Werner, Michael          Senior Lecturer

Business Law

Shapiro, Mark            Professor of Professional Practice
MIAMI HERBERT BUSINESS SCHOOL, Continued

Business Technology

Gregory, Robert     Associate Professor** (Effective 7/1/2021)

Health Management & Policy

Mortensen, Karoline    Professor

Management

Shi, Wei     Professor

Marketing

Irmak, Caglar     Professor

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION

Cinematic Arts

Francis, Terri     Associate Professor** (Effective 8/15/2021)

Interactive Media

Rodriguez, Zevensuy    Senior Lecturer

Journalism & Media Management

Henriquez, Hiram    Senior Lecturer

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Educational & Psychological Studies

Jones, Willis     Associate Professor** (Effective 8/15/2021)

Kinesiology & Sport Sciences

Jacobs, Kevin     Professor
Mann, Bryan     Clinical Associate Professor
Mcnary, Erin     Clinical Associate Professor

Teaching & Learning

Baker, Bruce     Professor** (Effective 8/15/2022)
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Biomedical Engineering

Rajguru, Suhrud              Professor

Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering

Basalo, Ines                  Associate Professor of Professional Practice

SCHOOL OF LAW

Claussen, Kathleen             Professor*

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

Ben-Knaan, Kineret            Librarian Associate Professor
Clough, Paul                  Librarian Associate Professor
Miller, Kelly                 Librarian Professor
Reynolds, John                Librarian Associate Professor
Riopelle, Cameron             Librarian Associate Professor
Santana, Gilda                Librarian Professor

MILLER SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Anesthesiology

Diez, Christian               Professor of Clinical
Gabrielli, Elizabeth Mahanna  Associate Professor of Clinical
Louro, Jack                   Associate Professor of Clinical
Stein Sabartinelli, Alecia    Associate Professor of Clinical

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Zhang, Yanbin                 Professor

Cell Biology

Myers, Amanda                 Professor

Dermatology & Cutaneous Surgery

Lev-Tov, Hadar                 Associate Professor of Clinical
Morrison, Brian               Associate Professor of Clinical
Keri, Jonette                 Professor of Clinical
MILLER SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, Continued

Human Genetics

Beecham, Gary
McCauley, Jacob

Medicine

Alcaide, Maria
Alderuccio, Juan
Barkin, Jodie
Chediak, Alejandro
Hoffman, James
Jimenez Jimenez, Antonio
Jones, Patricia
Landgren, Carl Ola
Lichtenberger, Paola
Merchan, Jaime R.
Punjabi, Naresh
Ruiz, Jorge
Scalese, Ross
Sekeres, Mikkael
Shukla, Bhavarth
Zamora, Jose Gonzales

Microbiology & Immunology

Chen, Zhibin
Shembade, Noula

Molecular & Cellular Pharmacology

Verde, Fulvia

Neurological Surgery

Ali, Hassan
Noga, Brian
Park, Kevin K.

Neurology

Baumel, Bernard
Malik, Amer
Ramos, Alberto R.
Ribot, Ramses

Obstetrics, Gynecology and Reproductive Sciences

Huang, Marilyn
Ophthalmology

Chang, Ta Chen  Professor of Clinical
Gibbons, Allister G.  Associate Professor of Clinical
Goldhagen, Brian E.  Associate Professor of Clinical
Haddock, Luis J.  Associate Professor of Clinical
Mendoza Santiesteban, Carlos  Associate Professor of Clinical
Pelaez, Daniel  Research Associate Professor
Tse, Brian  Associate Professor of Clinical
Vazquez, Luis E.  Associate Professor of Clinical

Orthopaedics

Gjolaj, Joseph  Professor of Clinical
Hornicek, Francis  Professor** (Effective 4/1/2021)

Otolaryngology

Landera, Mario  Associate Professor of Clinical
Leibowitz, Jason  Associate Professor of Clinical
Levine, Corinna  Associate Professor of Clinical

Pathology & Laboratory Medicine

Chapman, Jennifer  Professor of Clinical
Kryvenko, Oleksandr  Professor of Clinical
McDonald, Oliver  Associate Professor** (Effective 1/4/2021)

Pediatrics

Fifi, Amanda C.  Associate Professor of Clinical
Schladant, Michelle  Associate Professor of Professional Practice
Ukarapong, Supamit  Associate Professor of Clinical

Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation

Felix, Elizabeth Roy  Research Professor
Gater, David  Professor** (Effective 6/1/2019)

Physical Therapy

Feigenbaum, Luis  Associate Professor of Clinical
Wong, Marlon L.  Associate Professor of Clinical

Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences

Jean-Louis, Girardin  Professor** (Effective 6/1/2021)
Jimenez, Daniel  Associate Professor**
MILLER SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, Continued

Public Health Sciences

Asfar, Taghrid Associate Professor
Balise, Raymond Research Associate Professor
Caban-Martinez, Alberto Associate Professor**
Kanamori, Mariano Associate Professor
Wang, Lily Professor

Radiation Oncology

Rai, Priyamvada Professor
Welford, Scott Professor

Surgery

Farra, Josefina Associate Professor of Clinical
Kaleem, Arshad Associate Professor of Clinical
Kutlu, Onur Associate Professor of Clinical
Liu, Zhao-Jun Professor*
Marttos, Antonio C. Professor of Clinical
Nagathihalli, Nagaraj Research Associate Professor
Tekin, Akin Professor of Clinical

Urology

Satyanarayana, Ramgopal Professor of Clinical
Shah, Hemendra Professor of Clinical

ROSENSTIEEL SCHOOL OF MARINE, ATMOSPHERIC & EARTH SCIENCE

Atmospheric Sciences

Gaston, Cassandra Associate Professor*

Environmental Science & Policy

Hanselmann, Fritz Senior Lecturer
Mach, Katharine Professor*

Marine Biology & Ecology

Traylor-Knowles, Nikki Associate Professor*

Marine Geosciences

Humphreys, Alexander Senior Lecturer
ROSENSTIEL SCHOOL OF MARINE, ATMOSPHERIC & EARTH SCIENCE, Cont’d.

Ocean Sciences

Chirayath, Ved         Associate Professor** (Effective 8/15/2021)
Close, Hilary         Associate Professor*
Elipot, Shane         Research Associate Professor

FROST SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Music Media & Industry

Bennett, Christopher     Associate Professor*
Rivera, Carlos          Associate Professor*

Studio Music & Jazz

Hart, John              Associate Professor of Practice
Prieto, Dafnis          Associate Professor of Practice

Theory & Composition

Crouch, Shawn           Associate Professor of Practice

SCHOOL OF NURSING & HEALTH STUDIES

Anglade, Debbie         Associate Professor of Clinical
De Oliveira, Giovanna   Associate Professor of Clinical
Larrieu-Jimenez, Patricia         Associate Professor of Clinical
Lewis, Latoya          Associate Professor of Clinical
McKay, Mary            Professor of Clinical
Porter, Andrew         Associate Professor of Clinical
Presti, Carmen         Associate Professor of Clinical
Vidot, Denise          Associate Professor*